Archived tool inspection data for step reamer

PG1000 REACTION Software
back clearance angle of minor edge

concentricity of step(s)

radius comparison

Where’s my manual?
step angles

Don’t look for a PG1000 user’s tool inspection

manufacturer you know better than we do how to

manual, there isn’t one. Cutting tool are like

check you’re tools. The job of REACTION Software is

machine tools, everybody uses them but for different to show you the tools that are available through on
reason to machine different parts. Cutting tool are

screen text, prompts and video examples. The text

no different, every manufacture makes them to their

has been translated into three languages, but you

specifications claiming to be them to be the best.

now the old saying, “A picture is worth a thousand

We created REACTION Software with all the tools to

words”. Feel free to contact us any time with any

let you the user decide with your tool manufacturer

questions.

how best to check your tools or if you are the

web thickness

PG1000 REACTION Software is a proprietary
software written by Euro-Tech for the exclusive
purpose of cutting tool inspection. The word
REACTION is an acronym for REAltime Cutting
Tool InspectION. Meaning we digitally analyze
five million pixels, sorting over sixteen million
colors fifteen times a second to find patterns
and shapes overlooking excessive glare from
too much directed light, shadows, irregular
or broken shapes. REACTION Software does
not electronically enhance, crop or magnify
tool images in any way, what you see is
exactly what the camera captures, the GPU
and CPU analyze to help you the user inspect
your cutting tools. We didn’t use a CAD
system as the backbone of our software. CAD
systems while great for drawing images and
dimensioning them on paper are incapable of
doing complex custom image analysis, instead
we wrote our own software to fill just the needs
of cutting tool inspection.
Multiple inspections can be made on a single
image in real time, saved they become an
inspection scene. Save an inspection scene
and you’ve just created a macro to repeat tool
inspections. Save multiple tool scenes to create
complete tool inspection, save scenes and
inspection as archives for tool documentation
or export inspection data to Excel. Import .dxf
or .dwg files for tool comparisons or collect
data points for export to a CAD system.

The PG1000 is a product of:
EURO-TECH CORPORATION
N48 W14170 Hampton Avenue
Menomonee Falls, WI USA
53051
262.781.6777
fax 262.781.2822

We take your good suggestions, ideas
and make them reality, truly Cutting Edge
Inspection Software for Cutting Tools.

www.pg1000.com
www.eurotechcorp.com
info@pg1000.com

REACTION Software
software version number
gage serial number
annotation tool bar

job data

archived inspection data sort
by inspection name, type,
date or time

saved single inspection scene

encoder data output shown
from X, Y, Z and A axis

saved inspection created by
saving multiple scenes

microscope magnification setting
inch/metric selection

Delete, unlock or lock,
refresh calculations.
When locked inspection moves
with scale movement.

pulse cross hair for rotation, turn on/
off RTM (cross hair rotate to mouse,
home cross hair)

save and rerun scene

open/close Excel;
show/hide annotation tool bar

save and run inspecions

load/clear image saved as CTM file
optional tube light control
software calculations
instructions

inspection results
transferable to Excel

shown at 3840 x 2160 resolution

gage repeatability
(combination of pixel size at shown
magnification scale accuracy)

X and Y scale bin correction
factors in 10mm horizontal
distance; 5mm vertical distance
(shown on if linear calibration
is used)

camera frame rate
focus pulse count on PG-400 gage
equipped with focus encoder

